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QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH INSTRUMENT

A telephone survey.

400 residents within the Bluewater catchment area including those in:

Completed between March 16 and April 1, 2021, using Leger’s online panel. 

A probability sample of 400 respondents would have a margin of error of ±4.9%, 19 times out of 20.

ABOUT LEGER’S ONLINE PANEL
Leger’s online panel has approximately 400,000 members nationally and has a retention rate of 90%.

QUALITY CONTROL
Stringent quality assurance measures allow Leger to achieve the high-quality standards set by the company. As a result, its methods of data collection 
and storage outperform the norms set by WAPOR (The World Association for Public Opinion Research). These measures are applied at every stage of the 
project: from data collection to processing, through to analysis. We aim to answer our clients’ needs with honesty, total confidentiality, and integrity. 

METHODOLOGY

• City of Sarnia • Chippewas of Kettle and Stony Point First Nation
• Municipality of Lambton Shores • Village of Point Edward
• Township of St.Clair • Village of Oil Springs
• Town of Petrolia • Township of Warwick
• Town of Plympton-Wyoming • Township of Enniskillen
• Township of Brooke-Alvinston
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Bluewater Health performs well against key measures.
• Eight-in-ten could name a Bluewater Health site as their local hospital (85%) and it’s the hospital they’d head to in an 

emergency (82%), main reason being it’s the closest one.
• At least eight-in-ten are satisfied, trusting, and feeling positive about the care and commitment of Bluewater Health.

Key Measures: Bluewater Health (Sarnia or Petrolia) Stat

Satisfied with the way Bluewater Health  operates 87%

Trust Bluewater Health 84%

Bluewater Health is committed to meeting needs/expectations 86%

Bluewater Health  is honest and transparent 81%

Bluewater Health is concerned about people like them 86%

Bluewater Health provides safe and effective care 88%

Bluewater Health provides accessible and equitable care 86%

Bluewater Health provides efficient care 85%

Bluewater Health provides patient- and family-centered care 84%
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Key Measures: Bluewater Health, Sarnia Stat

Opinion of BWH, Sarnia has improved in past year 20%

Believe BWH, Sarnia is headed in the right direction 75%

Satisfied with BWH, Sarnia 89%

Would recommend BWH, Sarnia 88%

Have a good opinion of BWH, Sarnia 78%

Reputation Score 68

Key Measures: CEEH Bluewater Health, Petrolia Stat

Opinion of BWH, Petrolia has improved in past year 13%

Believe BWH, Petrolia is headed in the right direction 75%

Satisfied with BWH, Petrolia 89%

Would recommend BWH, Petrolia 90%

Have a good opinion of BWH, Petrolia 51%

Reputation Score 49

Good Opinion is high among those who have an opinion of either hospital.
• Eight-in-ten (78%) say they have a good opinion of Bluewater Health, Sarnia with a Reputation Score of 68.
• Half (51%) say they have a good opinion of CEEH Bluewater Health, Petrolia and give it a Reputation Score of 49. 

Having a bad opinion is not the reason for a lower score in this case, but rather, a higher level of unfamiliarity. 



RESULTS



98%

85%

74%

11%

13%

7%

2%

1%

1%

1%

<1%

1%

2%

<1%

Any (NET)

   Bluewater Health (NET)

      Bluewater Health, Sarnia

      CEEH of Bluewater Health, Petrolia

   Other (NET)

      Strathroy Middlesex General Hospital

      Sarnia General Hospital

      St. Joseph's General Hospital

      Chatham-Kent Health Alliance

      South Huron Hospital

      London Health Sciences

      Other

Don't know

I prefer not to answer

Unaided, the vast majority of respondents (98%) could name their local hospital. More than eight-in-ten (85%) say Bluewater Health is their local hospital, 
and 74% say it is Bluewater Health, Sarnia, while 11% mention CEEH of Bluewater Health, Petrolia. All other hospitals were mentioned by 7% or fewer as 
being their local hospital.

Virtually all could name their local hospital, and it was primarily 
Bluewater Health.

0001 What is the name of your local hospital? Base: All (n=400).   

MY LOCAL HOSPITAL IS:



98%

82%

65%

17%

16%

10%

2%

1%

1%

1%

<1%

<1%

2%

Any (NET)

   Bluewater Health (NET)

      Bluewater Health, Sarnia

      CEEH of Bluewater Health, Petrolia

   Other (NET)

      Strathroy Middlesex General Hospital

      Sarnia General Hospital

      St. Joseph's General Hospital

      South Huron Hospital

      Chatham-Kent Health Alliance

      London Health Sciences

      Other

Don’t know

In an emergency, 82% would go to one of the Bluewater Health hospitals, with 65% heading to Bluewater Health, Sarnia, and 17% going to CEEH of 
Bluewater Health, Petrolia. All other hospitals mentioned essentially fall in line with those cited as their local hospitals.

Eight-in-ten would head to a Bluewater Health hospital in an 
emergency.

0002 In an emergency, which hospital would you go to? Base: All (n=400).   

IN AN EMERGENCY, I WOULD GO TO:



78%

13%

10%

6%

5%

2%

1%

<1%

2%

<1%

   Closest in distance

   Only hospital here

   Reputation for quality care

   Shorter wait time

   Previous experience

   Friendlier staff/Care more about their patients

   Bigger hospital/More services offered

   My physician referred me

   Other (please specify)

Don't know

In an emergency, 78% say that they would choose Bluewater Health, Sarnia/CEEH of Bluewater Health, Petrolia, because it’s the closest hospital in 
distance. For about one-in-ten, they would choose that hospital because ‘it’s the only one here’ (13%) or the hospital’s reputation for quality care (10%). 
Fewer would base their emergency visit because of a shorter wait time (6%) or a previous experience (5%). Residents of Sarnia are significantly more 
likely to say the hospital is the only one there (16% vs. 5% outside of Sarnia). 

The closest in distance is the main reason for choosing Bluewater 
Health to attend in the case of an emergency.

0003 Why would you choose [hospital mentioned] Base: Those who could name the hospital they’d go to in an emergency (n=391).   

82%: Bluewater Health, Sarnia 
64%: CEEH of Bluewater Health, Petrolia

IN AN EMERGENCY, I WOULD GO TO BLUEWATER HEALTH BECAUSE:
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0004 For each of the following hospitals, please indicate if you have a GOOD OPINION, a BAD OPINION, you DON’T KNOW IT WELL ENOUGH to have an opinion, or you DON’T KNOW OF IT ALL. 
Base: All (n=400).

The majority of those familiar enough with Bluewater Health, Sarnia 
to offer their opinion has a good opinion of it.

78%

10%

6%

6%

Good opinion

Bad opinion

Don't know it well enough

Don't know it at all

12%
are unfamiliar with the hospital

REPUTATION SCORE
(-100 TO +100) 

+68

Overall, 88% have an opinion of Bluewater Health, Sarnia and it’s nearly all good (78% good vs. 10% bad), resulting in a Reputation Score of +68
(78 – 10 = 68). Few are unaware enough of the hospital to offer an opinion or say they don’t know it at all (6% each).

A good opinion of Bluewater Health, Sarnia  is  higher among:
• Residents of Sarnia (82% vs. 70% among those living outside of Sarnia), and
• Those whose local hospital is Bluewater Health, Sarnia (84%).

BLUEWATER HEALTH, SARNIA

94%

Awareness
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0004 For each of the following hospitals, please indicate if you have a GOOD OPINION, a BAD OPINION, you DON’T KNOW IT WELL ENOUGH to have an opinion, or you DON’T KNOW OF IT ALL. 
Base: All (n=400).

The vast majority of those familiar enough with CEEH of Bluewater 
Health, Petrolia to offer their opinion has a good opinion of it.

51%

2%

18%

29%

Good opinion

Bad opinion

Don't know it well enough

Don't know it at all

47%
are unfamiliar with the hospital

REPUTATION SCORE
(-100 TO +100) 

+49

Overall, 53% have an opinion of CEEH of Bluewater Health, Petrolia and it’s nearly all good (51% good vs. 2% bad), resulting in a Reputation 
Score of +49 (51 – 2 = 49). The good news is it’s not a bad opinion of the hospital that affects its Reputation Score; instead, it’s a high 
percentage of unfamiliarity with the hospital itself: 47% are unfamiliar overall, with many (29%) indicating that they don’t know it at all and 
18% don’t know it enough to offer an opinion. 

A good opinion of CEEH Bluewater Health, Petrolia  is  higher among:
• Residents living outside of Lambton Shores (72% vs. 39% among those living in Lambton Shores), and
• Those whose local hospital is CEEH Bluewater Health, Petrolia (72%).

CEEH of BLUEWATER HEALTH, PETROLIA

71%

Awareness



64%

78%

51%

71%

33%

9%

6%

5%

1%

22%

12%

47%

28%

66%

88%

93%

93%

99%

12%

10%

<1%

1%

1%

3%

1%

2%

1%

53

68

49

70

32

6

5

3

0
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Bluewater Health, Sarnia generates a higher reputation score (+68) than the Ontario benchmark of +53. This hospital has the lowest level of unfamiliarity and the 
highest level of good opinion and is sitting at the top along with London Health Sciences (+70). CEEH Bluewater Health, Petrolia has the third highest Reputation 
Score of +49, which falls below the benchmark.

Each of the other hospitals tested is well-liked among those familiar enough to offer an opinion, so it’s important to note that it’s not bad opinion driving 
down any of these hospitals’ Reputation Scores; instead, it’s how familiar (or unfamiliar) they are to the public. 

Bluewater Health, Sarnia scores higher than the Ontario benchmark.

UNFAMILIARITYGOOD OPINION BAD OPINION REPUTATION SCORE

Ontario Benchmark

Bluewater Health, Sarnia

CEEH Bluewater Health, Petrolia

London Health Sciences

Strathroy Middlesex General Hospital

Chatham-Kent Health Alliance

Hotel Dieu Grace, Windsor

Windsor Regional

Erie Shores Healthcare, Leamington

0003 For each of the following hospitals, please indicate if you have a GOOD OPINION, a BAD OPINION, you DON’T KNOW IT WELL ENOUGH to have an opinion, or you DON’T KNOW OF IT ALL. 
Base: All (n=400) vs. a regionally representative sample of 1002 Ontarians who mentioned, then rated, the hospital closest to them (October, 2020).   



37%

31%

24%

10%

9%

7%

6%

6%

4%

4%

4%

1%

1%

      Previous experience

      Good / Great / Like / Okay

      Quality care

      Efficient

      Close/Convenient

      Competent/Knowledgeable

      Only one here/Smaller hospital

      Caring/Compassionate

      Confidence/Reliable

      Variety of services available

      Friendly

Don’t know

Prefer not to answer
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REASONS FOR GOOD OPINION –
Bluewater Health, Sarnia 

When asked why they have a good opinion of Bluewater Health, Sarnia, 37% said it was due to previous experience, 31% say they just like it/think it’s good, 
and one-quarter (24%) say it’s because of quality care. One-in-ten say their good opinion is related to efficiency (10%) and being close/convenient (9%) while 
slightly fewer say it’s because the hospital is competent/knowledgeable (7%), that it’s the only hospital there (6%), and is caring/compassionate (6%).

Previous experience, a general liking and quality care from Bluewater 
Health, Sarnia are cited reasons for a Good Opinion.

Women are significantly more likely 
to say their good opinion of 
Bluewater Health, Sarnia is because 
it offers quality care (31% vs. 17% 
men) and men say it’s because they 
are caring/compassionate (10% vs. 
1% women).

0005 Why do you say you have a GOOD OPINION of Bluewater Health, Sarnia? Base: Those with a GOOD OPINION (n=324).

Mentions <4% not listed



32%

31%

22%

19%

10%

7%

3%

3%

6%

1%

      Previous experience

      Good / Great / Like / Okay

      Quality care

      Efficient

      Close/Convenient

      Competent/Knowledgeable

      Only one here/Smaller hospital

      Caring/Compassionate

Don’t know

Prefer not to answer
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When asked why they have a good opinion of CEEH Bluewater Health, Petrolia, 32% said it was due to previous experience, 31% say they just like it/think it’s 
good, and two-in-ten say it’s because of quality care (22%) and efficiency (19%). One-in-ten say their good opinion is because it is close/convenient (10%), 
while slightly fewer say it’s because the hospital is competent/knowledgeable (7%), that it’s the only hospital there (3%), and is caring/compassionate (3%).

Reasons for a Good Opinion for Bluewater Health, Petrolia include 
previous experience, a general liking and quality care of CEEH.

Women are significantly more likely 
to say their good opinion on CEEH 
Bluewater Health, Petrolia is because 
it offers quality care (31% vs. 12% 
men).

Those who live outside of Sarnia are 
significantly more likely to cite 
close/convenient location (20% vs. 
3% among those in Sarnia).

0005 Why do you say you have a GOOD OPINION of CEEH Bluewater Health, Petrolia? Base: Those with a GOOD OPINION (n=200).

Mentions <4% not listed

REASONS FOR GOOD OPINION –
CEEH Bluewater Health, Petrolia
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In fact, it’s the same for each hospital tested: among those with a good opinion of a given hospital, positive previous experiences and quality 
care shine through.

A good reputation and good experiences top each hospital’s list. 

0005 Why do you say you have a GOOD OPINION of […]? Base: Those with a GOOD OPINION.

37% 32% 29%
39%

4%

24%
22% 32%

30%

11%

Bluewater Health, Sarnia
n=324

CEEH Bluewater, Petrolia
n=200

Chatham-Kent Health Alliance
n=21

London Health Sciences
n=240

Strathroy-Middlesex GH
n=92

Previous Experience Quality Care

When it comes to 
Strathroy-Middlesex 

General Hospital, word of 
mouth is cited as a reason 
for good opinion by 43%

REASONS FOR GOOD OPINION:



13% 74% 4% 9%

13% 74% 4% 9%

Improved Remained the same Deteriorated I don't know

20% 70% 6% 4%

20% 70% 6% 4%

Improved Remained the same Deteriorated I don't know
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Over the past year, seven-in-ten (70%) believe their opinion of Bluewater Health, Sarnia has remained the same, while 20% believes their 
opinion of the hospital has improved. Over the past year, three-quarters (74%) believe their opinion of CEEH Bluewater Health, Petrolia has 
remained the same, while 13% believes their opinion of the hospital has improved. These numbers remain consistent among those who have 
either been a patient or know someone who has been a patient at these hospitals.

Over the past year, opinions of Bluewater Health, Sarnia and CEEH 
Bluewater Health, Petrolia have largely remained stable.

0006 Over the past year, would you say that your opinion of the following hospitals has improved, remained the same, or deteriorated?
Base: Those with an opinion of Bluewater Health, Sarnia (n=353)/Those with an opinion of CEEH Bluewater Health, Petrolia (n=208).

Bluewater Health, Sarnia 

Base: Those with an opinion of Bluewater Health, Sarnia who have been a patient/others been a patient (n=346).

CEEH Bluewater Health, 
Petrolia 

Base: Those with an opinion of CEEH Bluewater Health, Petrolia who have been a patient/others been a patient (n=208).

OVER PAST YEAR, OPINION OF HOSPITAL HAS…



75% 10% 13% 1%

75% 8% 16% 1%

In the right direction In the wrong direction Don't know Refusal

67% 12% 21%
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All things considered, three-quarters (75%) believe that both Bluewater Health, Sarnia and CEEH Bluewater Health are headed in the right 
direction, while roughly one-in-ten feel the hospitals are headed in the wrong direction. Both hospitals exceed the Ontario benchmark.

For most, both Bluewater Health, Sarnia and CEEH Bluewater Health, 
Petrolia are heading in the right direction.

0007 All things considered, would you say that each of the following hospitals is headed in the right direction, or is headed in the wrong direction? 
Base: Those with an opinion of Bluewater Health, Sarnia (n=353)/Those with an opinion of CEEH Bluewater Health, Petrolia (n=208) vs. a regionally representative sample of 1002 Ontarians who 
mentioned, then rated, the hospital closest to them (October, 2020). 

Ontario Benchmark

CEEH Bluewater Health, 
Petrolia 

HOSPITAL IS HEADED IN…

Bluewater Health, Sarnia 



75% 8% 16% 1%

75% 11% 13% 1%

75% 8% 16% 1%

In the right direction In the wrong direction Don't know Refusal

75% 10% 13% 1%

In the right direction In the wrong direction Don't know Refusal
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All things considered, three-quarters (75%) believe that both Bluewater Health, Sarnia and CEEH Bluewater Health are headed in the right 
direction, while roughly one-in-ten feel the hospitals are headed in the wrong direction. These numbers remain consistent among those who 
have either been a patient or know someone who has been a patient at these hospitals.

Three-quarters believe Bluewater Health, Sarnia and CEEH Bluewater 
Health, Petrolia are headed in the right direction.

0007 All things considered, would you say that each of the following hospitals is headed in the right direction, or is headed in the wrong direction? 
Base: Those with an opinion of Bluewater Health, Sarnia (n=353)/Those with an opinion of CEEH Bluewater Health, Petrolia (n=208).

Bluewater Health, Sarnia 

Base: Those with an opinion of Bluewater Health, Sarnia who have been a patient/others been a patient (n=346).

CEEH Bluewater Health, 
Petrolia 

Base: Those with an opinion of CEEH Bluewater Health, Petrolia who have been a patient/others been a patient (n=208).

HOSPITAL IS HEADED IN…



89% 9%
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0008 How satisfied are you overall with each of the following hospitals?
Base: Those with an opinion of Bluewater Health, Sarnia (n=353)/Those with an opinion of CEEH Bluewater Health, Petrolia (n=208).

Bluewater Health, Sarnia 

Base: Those with an opinion of Bluewater Health, Sarnia who have been a patient/others been a patient (n=346).

89% 5% 6%

CEEH Bluewater Health, 
Petrolia 

Base: Those with an opinion of CEEH Bluewater Health, Petrolia who have been a patient/others been a patient (n=208).

89% 5% 6%

Satisfied Dissatisfied I don't know Prefer not to answer

89% 9%

Satisfied Dissatisfied I don't know Prefer not to answer

The vast majority (89%) say they are satisfied with both Bluewater Health, Sarnia and CEEH Bluewater Health hospitals, while 9% are dissatisfied 
with Bluewater Health, Sarnia and 5% express dissatisfaction with CEEH (however 6% say they don’t know when it comes to this site). These 
numbers remain consistent among those who have either been a patient or know someone who has been a patient at these hospitals.

Nine-in-ten are satisfied with Bluewater Health, Sarnia and CEEH 
Bluewater Health, Petrolia hospitals.

SATISFACTION WITH HOSPITAL:
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0009 How likely are you to recommend each of the following hospitals to a family member or a friend?
Base: Those with an opinion of Bluewater Health, Sarnia (n=353)/Those with an opinion of CEEH Bluewater Health, Petrolia (n=208).

Bluewater Health, Sarnia 

Base: Those with an opinion of Bluewater Health, Sarnia who have been a patient/others been a patient (n=346).

90% 6% 4%

CEEH Bluewater Health, 
Petrolia 

Base: Those with an opinion of CEEH Bluewater Health, Petrolia who have been a patient/others been a patient (n=208).

90% 6% 4%

Likely Unlikely I don't know Prefer not to answer

88% 9%

88% 9%

Likely Unlikely I don't know Prefer not to answer

The vast majority say they would recommend Bluewater Health, Sarnia (88%) and CEEH Bluewater Health hospitals (90%) to a family member or 
friend. One-in-ten (9%) say they would not recommend Bluewater Health, Sarnia and 6% say they wouldn’t recommend CEEH Bluewater Health 
hospitals (however 4% say they don’t know when it comes to this hospital). These numbers remain consistent among those who have either been 
a patient or know someone who has been a patient at these hospitals.

Nine-in-ten would recommend Bluewater Health, Sarnia and CEEH 
Bluewater Health, Petrolia to friends or family members.

LIKLIHOOD OF RECOMMENDING HOSPITAL:



54%

19%

17%

17%

11%

6%

2%

44%

19%

19%

12%

5%

2%

1%

23%

8%

8%

7%

47%

3%
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Above all else, a hospital should have (1) access 
to specialized care, (2) kind and caring staff, (3) 
experienced physicians, (4) minimal wait times, 
and (5) availability of state-of-the-art medical 
technology. 

Physicians and staff that take the time to 
explain things in a way that they understand, a 
range of services, modern facilities, care that 
is close to home, and safety round out the top 
ten.

Service- and staff-related features are more 
important compared to facility-related 
features. 

Experienced physicians, kind and caring staff, and access to specialized 
care are considered the three most important features of a hospital.

00010 What services or features do you believe are important for a hospital to have? Base: All (n=400).

MOST IMPORTANT SERVICES/FEATURES FOR A HOSPITAL:

Service-related (NET)

Access to specialized care 

Minimal wait times

Availability of state-of-the-art medical technology 
and equipment

The range of services available

Available beds

Access to clinical trials

Staff-related (NET)

Kind and caring staff

Experienced physicians

Physicians and staff that take the time to explain 
things in a way that I understand

Efficient hospital administration

I feel welcomed

My cultural preferences are respected

Facility-related (NET)

Modern facilities

Care that is close to home

Safety (clean, low errors, low infection rates)

Other

Don’t know



9%

7%

1%

1%

<1%

8%

5%

2%

1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

6%

3%

2%

1%

24%

14%

40%
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Fewer than one-in-ten cite a service or feature 
that is least important for a hospital to have, 
although access to clinical trials (7%), respect 
for cultural preferences (5%), and care that is 
close to home (3%) top the list. A larger 
number (14%) say none of these 
services/features are least important, while 
40% say they just don’t know. 

Few can name an unimportant feature or service for a hospital to have.

00011 What service or feature do you believe is least important for a hospital to have? Base: All (n=400).

LEAST IMPORTANT SERVICES/FEATURES FOR A HOSPITAL:

Service-related (NET)

Access to clinical trials

Minimal wait times

Access to specialized care 

Available beds

Staff-related (NET)

My cultural preferences are respected

Efficient hospital administration

I feel welcomed

Kind and caring staff

Experienced physicians

Physicians and staff that take the time to explain 
things in a way that I understand

Facility-related (NET)

Care that is close to home

Modern facilities

Safety (clean, low errors, low infection rates)

Other

None of the above

Don’t know
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00012 Thinking about Bluewater Health, to what extent do you agree with each of the following statements? Base: All (n=400). 

I am satisfied with Bluewater Health

Bluewater Health is concerned 
about people like me

I believe Bluewater Health is 
committed to meeting my 

expectations

I trust Bluewater Health

I feel that people like me are 
represented at Bluewater Health

I believe Bluewater Health is honest 
/ transparent

I believe that I can influence the 
decisions or direction of Bluewater 

Health

3%

2%

3%

3%

5%

4%

8%

6%

5%

7%

7%

5%

6%

26%

4%

7%

5%

6%

7%

9%

28%

36%

38%

38%

36%

39%

39%

25%

51%

48%

47%

48%

44%

43%

13%

Don't know/prefer not to answer Strongly disagree Somewhat disagree Somewhat agree Strongly agree

At least eight-in-ten say they are satisfied with Bluewater Health (87%), believe Bluewater Health is concerned about people like them (86%), is committed to 
meeting their expectations (86%), trust Bluewater Health (84%), feel that people like them are represented at Bluewater Health (84%), and that Bluewater 
Health is honest and transparent (81%). In fact, at least four-in-ten strongly agree with these statements. Half as many, however, agree that they can 
influence the decisions or direction of Bluewater Health (38%). Those who say they trust Bluewater Health are significantly more likely to agree with all 
statements (vs. those who do not trust them). TOTAL % AGREE Trust Bluewater Health

Strongly/Somewhat Yes No

87% 98% 28%

86% 97% 17%

86% 97% 28%

84% 100% -

84% 91% 43%

81% 93% 18%

38% 42% 7%

Significantly higher.

LEVEL OF AGREEMENT WITH STATEMENTS:

Residents are satisfied with Bluewater Health, trust them, and feel the 
hospital is committed to them as patients.
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00013 To what extent do you agree with the following statements about Bluewater Health (Sarnia or Petrolia)? Base: All (n=400). 

Bluewater Health provides safe 
and effective care

Bluewater Health provides 
accessible and equitable care

Bluewater Health provides 
efficient care

Bluewater Health provides 
patient- and family-centered care

Bluewater Health provides a 
positive work environment

3%

5%

2%

7%

35%

3%

4%

4%

4%

4%

6%

5%

9%

6%

5%

38%

38%

41%

43%

33%

50%

48%

44%

41%

23%

Don't know/prefer not to answer Strongly disagree Somewhat disagree Somewhat agree Strongly agree

At least eight-in-ten agree that Bluewater Health (either Sarnia or Petrolia) provides safe and effective care (88%), accessible and equitable care (86%), 
efficient care (85%), and patient- and family-centered care (84%). While fewer (57%) agree that Bluewater Health provides a positive work environment, 
there are 35% who say they don’t know if this is accurate or not. Those who say they trust Bluewater Health are significantly more likely to agree with all 
statements (vs. those who do not trust them). Regionally, residents of Lambton Shores are significantly more likely to say Bluewater Health provides 
accessible and equitable care (94% vs. 78% live outside of Lambton Shores), and those who have had experience as a patient with Bluewater Health are 
significantly more likely to agree that Bluewater Health provides patient- and family-centered care (85% vs. 43% no experience).

TOTAL % AGREE Trust Bluewater Health

Strongly/Somewhat Yes No

88% 97% 33%

86% 93% 46%

85% 96% 24%

84% 91% 42%

57% 62% 24%

Significantly higher.

LEVEL OF AGREEMENT WITH STATEMENTS – BLUEWATER HEALTH PROVIDES…:

Residents agree that Bluewater Health provides effective, equitable, 
efficient, and patient-centred care.



22%

17%

14%

11%

9%

9%

5%

4%

2%

1%

1%

1%

3%

1%

   Good / Great / Like / Okay

   Efficient

   Caring/Compassionate

   Professional/Respectful

   Competent/Knowledgeable staff

   Quality care

   Safe/Feel comfortable

   Friendly

   Confidence/Reliable

   Helpful

   Close/Convenient

   Other

Don't know

No response
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HOPED-FOR EXPERIENCE AT BLUEWATER HEALTH:

When asked what one word they would use to describe the experience they’d like to have if they needed care at Bluewater Health (Sarnia or Petrolia), 22% 
said they just hoped for a good/great experience, and 17% specified efficient. Slightly fewer described their desired care as caring/compassionate (14%) and 
one-in-ten said professional/respectful (11%), competent/knowledgeable staff (9%), and quality care (9%). Feeling safe/comfortable (5%) and friendly (4%) 
are words used to describe the hoped-for experience by others.   

Two-in-ten would hope for a good and efficient experience if they 
needed care at Bluewater Health.

00014 If you needed care at Bluewater Health (Sarnia or Petrolia), what one word would you use to describe the experience you would like to have? Base: All (n=400). 



77%

40%

51%

49%

23%

ANY (NET)

Yourself

A family member

Someone else

NO TO ALL (including dk/refused)
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PATIENT EXPERIENCE AT BLUEWATER HEALTH:

In the last year, 77% say that they or someone they know has been a patient or an in-patient at Bluewater Health (Sarnia or Petrolia). Four-in-ten (40%) say 
they were a patient, 51% say it was a family member, and a similar number (49%) say it was someone else they know (friend, colleague, neighbour, etc.). 

Three-quarters have either been a patient at Bluewater Health, and/or 
a family member or friend has been a patient in the past year.

00015 In the last year, have you, a member of your family, or someone you know, been a patient or an in-patient at Bluewater Health (Sarnia or Petrolia)? Base: All (n=400). 



98%

77%

87%

75%

2%

ANY (NET)

Yourself

A family member

Someone else

NO TO ALL (including dk/refused)
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PATIENT EXPERIENCE AT BLUEWATER HEALTH:

When it comes to ever having been a patient or an in-patient or knowing someone who has been a patient or an in-patient, virtually all (98%) say that they or 
someone they know has been at Bluewater Health (Sarnia or Petrolia). Three-quarters (77%) say they were a patient, 87% say it was a family member, and 
75% say it was someone else they know (friend, colleague, neighbour, etc.). 

Virtually all have ever been a patient at Bluewater Health, and/or a 
family member or friend has been a patient.

00016 Have you, a member of your family, or someone you know, ever been a patient or an in-patient at Bluewater Health (Sarnia or Petrolia)? Base: All (n=400). 



RESPONDENT PROFILE
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RESPONDENT PROFILE
Base: All (n=400)

AGEGENDER REGION

50%

50%

7%

17%

29%

12%

35%

18-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

Municipality of Lambton 
Shores

13%

Township of St.Clair 6%

Town of Petrolia 6%

Town of Plympton-Wyoming 5%

Township of Brooke-Alvinston 4%

Chippewas of Kettle and 
Stony Point First Nation

1%

Village of Point Edward 1%

Village of Oil Springs <1%

Township of Warwick <1%

Township of Enniskillen <1%

Outside Sarnia
37%

City of Sarnia
63%
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RESPONDENT PROFILE
Base: All (n=400)

HH INCOMEEDUCATION ETHNICITY

25%

45%

28%University

College

  High school or less

Refusal

18%

25%

42%

16%

<$40K

$40K - <$80K

$80K+

Refusal

78%

22%

2%

1%

1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

18%

3%

    Caucasian (white)

    Other (NET)

   First Nations

   Chinese

   Filipino

   Metis

        South Asian

        Latin American

   Other

I prefer not to answer
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